TZ Gumball Machine Dazzler Kit Installation Instructions

Lift the play field out of the game and rest it on the supports as shown.
Pull the shooter back before lifting and slide it out until it clicks in the
track.

Remove the cap on the gumball machine and remove the clear plastic
diverter. It is used to guide the stacking of the balls. The kit includes
a new diverter with a slot cut in the top to seat the dazzler board.
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Insert the two connector plugs through the ball opening from inside the
gumball machine as shown below.

Install the diverter with the cable on the left side. The dazzler board will
fit into the cutout of the diverter with the cable exiting in a notch by the slot.
The dazzler board will fit down in the machine flat on the diverter and the
side dividers.
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Pull the wire taught and out by the metal circle of the gall guide and tie it
there with the black ty-wrap. Cut off the excess wrap. The cable must be
held tight against the top of the ball hole in the machine so the ball does
not get stuck when trying to enter.

TIE

Install the cover back on the gumball machine. Route the cable over the
back board and up into the backbox..
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Open the backbox and lay the speaker board down on the cabinet.
Use a towel to protect the board from scratches. Locate J116 and
J122 on the power driver board.

Unplug the plug on J116 and plug the dazzler plug with pins sticking
out the back onto J116. Then re-connect the plug that was there on
the dazzler plug J116. There are only 3 pins. Line the bodies up.
Plug 122 onto J122 right end. The white wire will be to the left as
shown below.

122

116

This completes the installation. Close up the backbox. Pull the shooter
out and set the play field back into the cabinet. Replace the cover glass.
The dazzler kit has 5 illumination modes and 9 dynamic modes that
change as you shoot the loops.
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